
Subject: Modelling changes of mileage direction
Posted by christian.rahmig on Thu, 24 May 2018 17:19:00 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Dear RTM colleagues,

railML 3.1 uses RTM for describing the railway network topology 
(NetElement, NetRelation) as well as for defining different positioning 
systems (GeometricPositioningSystem, LinearPositioningSystem).

The element LinearPositioningSystem provides essential parameters to 
specify a mileage chain that is the classic linear positioning system 
along railway lines. In particular, the child element LinearAnchorPoint 
is used to model gaps and overlaps within the mileage system. However, 
when experimenting with real world examples, it has been discovered that 
there is missing a parameter or element to define a change in the 
mileage orientation - for example from increasing mileage to decreasing 
mileage.

So, the resulting question to be answered:
Is the existing model of LinearPositioningSystem complete w.r.t. 
modelling all (nasty) aspects of mileage, and in particular for changing 
of mileage orientation? It will be great if you can provide an example 
showing how to deal with this situation.

Thank you very much and best regards
Christian

-- 
Christian Rahmig - Infrastructure scheme coordinator
railML.org (Registry of Associations: VR 5750)
Phone Coordinator: +49 173 2714509; railML.org: +49 351 47582911
Altplauen 19h; 01187 Dresden; Germany    www.railml.org

Subject: Re: Modelling changes of mileage direction
Posted by Airy Magnien on Thu, 16 Aug 2018 09:42:14 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

The more general question would be the consistency of RTM with other linear referencing
standards - I'd like to come back to it later.
The problem with direction reversals (as well as overlaps, not however with gaps) is that some
sets of coordinates may become ambiguous. In my limited understanding, a linear positioning
system should be able to associate any given "measure" with one position. To deal with direction
reversals, I'd rather consider partitioning.
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Subject: Re: Modelling changes of mileage direction
Posted by Martin Karlsson on Mon, 27 Aug 2018 14:06:44 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

How RTM intends to map linear coordinates onto a track is not explicitly explained. I have made
the assumption that the mapping in the simplest case is done by creating two IntrinsicCoordinate
objects in each AssociatedPositioningSystem. They would have the intrinsicCoord attributes set to
0 and 1 respectively, and point to a LinearCoordinate indicating the mileage at the beginning and
end of the track, which is represented by the owning PositioningNetElement. The linear
coordinates along the track could then be obtained by interpolation.

The RTM experts would need to confirm that my assumption is correct. if so, let's examine the
more complex cases.

First, mileage counting could be in the opposite direction to the track. In this case, the mileage
coordinate at 0 would just have a higher value than at 1.

Next case is that there is a change of reference system somewhere in the track. Say that the track
starts at 52.250 km. After 3 km (i.e. at 55.250) we change to 20,000 km. This reference is valid to
the end of the track, at 22.000 km.

In this case, the PositioningNetElement would have two AssociatedPositioningSystem objects.
The first one would have an intrinsicCoordinate 0, pointing to a LinearCoordinate 52,250 km, and
an IntrinsicCoordinate 0.6, pointing to 55.250 km. The second AssociatedPositioningSystem
would have an intrinsicCoordinate 0.6, pointing to 20.000 km, and an intrinsicCoordinate 1,
pointing to 22.000 km. At the very point of change, mileage cannot be unambiguously determined,
but that lies in the nature of this case. There are two correct mileage positions for this point.

This would also work even if one of the two systems was to count in the opposite direction from
the other, which was the original question in this forum post.

Next case would be a mileage change within the same reference system ("missing" or
"overlapping" mileage, in the terminology of railML 2). This can be solved by introducing additional
coordinates. Let's say that the mileage count at one point will "jump" from 55.948 to 56.000. We
would then introduce two LinearCoordinates with these values, both referred to with the same
intrinsicCoordinate. Also here, we would get the effect that two mileage positions would be correct
at the point of change. But on either side, we can find the correct position by interpolation.

Finally, what if the mileage change in the last example is handled not by a gap in the counting, but
by "compressing" the length of km 55 (i.e. 55.500 would in effect mean 474 meters after the 55
km post)? In this case, we would just exclude the 55.948 coordinate. The position of the 56.000
coordinate would indicate that the previous km is shorter than the nominal value.

So the answer seems to be yes, the model works for all cases if used consistently in this way.

However, I suspect that I am missing something important here, since the LinearAnchorPoint
object was not necessary to use in any of my use case descriptions. What is the intention with this
class?
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